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Overview 

oCurrent Status 

oColor Code 

Things to Remove
oNon Standard Runs 

o Special Case Items

oMost of these will be put into another separate list

Criteria for selection
oWhat’s good and bad?

oPeter’s list 

Next Steps 
o asdf

Outline
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Overview 

oNew spreadsheet 

o Separated by Kinematic 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/
d/1AD6YolCDqJKk9PPtwKmw4av6W1dG
-mucDaB0na7HHA0/edit?usp=sharing

Color Coding
oWhite cells are LH2, yellow are LD2, 

green are dummy, blue are optics, 
pink are special runs such as LED, red 
are non-standard request/test runs, 
and magenta are the runs that were 
conducted during our kinematic 
sweeps at the end of the run. 

Current Status 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1AD6YolCDqJKk9PPtwKmw4av6W1dG-mucDaB0na7HHA0/edit?usp=sharing
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Extraneous Runs

oOptics, 

o LED 

oPositron 

oDIS 

o Etc.

Non Production Runs
o Fan Speed Tests

o Trigger Tests

Moving them to another “kinematic” of their own
o This will allow for further analysis with less cluttered lists.

Things to Remove
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Basic Identifiers First
o Short runs, usually do to CODA glitching or wrong prescale factor etc. 

oRun time or event count criteria for selection. 

oMultiple triggers on one run.  

o Significant known issues. 

Indeterminate category 
o This is a catch all category for any runs that have uncertain status for now. 

oAs we go forward this category will expand and shrink as we learn more.

Peter’s List 
oPeters list of good runs (and runs he’s excluded) are primarily determined 

by scaler event counts.  

oBob Michaels is working on this to see if some of them can be recovered. 

Criterion for selection Good/Bad
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Updating the current list

oCleaning the unnecessary runs. 

oWe will use a green, yellow, red labeling scheme to mark runs that are 
good, indeterminate, bad. 

Improve on the indeterminate category 
o Iterating on the primary list adding and removing as necessary, 

oMike Nycz is working on tabulating epic values that can be used to 
identify outlier cases or diagnostic items. 

Next Steps. 

“Source of Truth”

oAs we proceeded forward we recommend that critical items also 
include the source that they were determined from such as the 
camera angles etc. 


